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The POD Essays on Teaching Exce/fence present
thoughtful·and useful viewpoints from which college
teachers can look at the.ir practice of instruction.
The ideas expressed range trorn philosophical views
to speculation .on the effects of those philosophies
and, include. conclusions dra.wn from both instruc~
tionat practi¢e and scholarly inquiry into aspects of
the teaching and teaming process. ·The editor and .
authors recognize that specific methods of practice
can and should vary, both among .academic disci··
plines and instructional situations.
Faculty members are busy people who may lack the
time to stay current in the variety of special fields
that investigate the processes .of college teaching.
For t~is reason, we have selected "cutting edge';
ideas that
enable college teachers to stay fresh
in their thinking about effective instruction. Written . ·•
in concise·and non~technical·tailguage and support- .~
· ed .. by current research, these. essays will.. assist ·
instructors. in reflecting upon and refining their teach~
ing practices so as to achieve the ·results they seek
- sttiderits learning to the best of thei.r abilities.·

will

.The Essays on .·Teaching Ex~~llence are written by ..
scholar-practitioners from• a variety of institutions in .
North American .and beyond. The aim is to inform, ·
stimulate, and inspire readers to· strive for the very
best in the· noble ~ and ennobling - profession of
college teaching.
· .·

$1 00/year (with institutio~-wide reproduction rights);
Non-member, $120/year (with· institution-wide reproduction· rights); Subscriptions are available in either
the print version or .the HTML version. A reduced
. price is available for $ubscription to both versions.

C~mera~ready eppy ·of each ·issue will be sent for
"printed rnasters" subscriptions. Member and nonmember subScriptions include rights .for unlimited
reproc:Juction and distributton at the subscribing institution. A diskette containing web-ready "HTML" files
of each essay will be sent for each~"electronic" subscription; the HTML version must be posted on a·
secure web site. Each year,. four issues wm be sent
outtwice a yea~.· in August and' in January, sb that
they can be printeo .ahd/or distributed at convenient
times in your academic calenc:Jar. Space is provided ·
for yourinstltutiori's name and address to be added
.to the printed masters .before reproduction. Back
issues t'rom previous annual ser.ies are sent in bundles of eight essays. '

and the varied classroom practices of this exciting
constellation of teaming strategies. · ·
Georgine Loacker, Alverno College

Taking Self Assessment ·seriotisly
This essay provides a framework for students to
examine and reflect upon their own performance as
a demon!3tration of teaming, It further describes students' role in directing the ongoing development of
·
·
their own learning. ·
Anne Moore, Virginia Polytechnic Institute
Great Expect~tioris and Challenges lor Learning.

Objects

.,

.

.

Spring Essays
.

To order ~s5ays on Teaching Excellence, complete
and return the· order forrn included with this
brochure.

.

Learning objects maybe impOrtant building blockS: in
.the future of instruction in higher education. This
essay explores the. importance of.· emerging ·standards and.practices that invite widespread use of
relatively stable "chunks" of information· ·
·

.

'

Suzanne Burgoyne, University of Missouri

Engaging the Whole Student: · interactive.
Theatre in the Classroom"
.
This essay explores how instructors can use techniques. frqm Aug1.,1sto SoaPs,, Theory of the
Oppressed to guide student exploration of ideas particularly those associated with power and social
justice ._ through Images and enactment.

2003-2004 Essays on Teaching Excellence
Fall Essays
Chris Anson,· North Carolina State University

These essays might be used as
• a stand-alone periodical ·· distributed to all
instructionaL faculty withiri.an institution for the. ·
purpose of promoting reflection and· dialogue . '·
about teaching,
.· ·. •
·..·
.·
an insertvvithi~ faculty hewsletters,
• a handout for faculty dev~lppment~eminars and
· workshops,·
·
·
···•·
.' · ·
. ·
readings in consultations .with ,individual fact:dty,
• supplementary material for academic•. courses
on college teaching.
Subscriptions (eight ·iSsues annually): Individual,
$15/year (no reproduction · rights); . Member,

Stude~t· Plagiarism: Are, Teachers Part of the
...
Problem or Part of th.e Solfliion? .

This. essay explores ways in. which )nstructors can
subvert oppo,rtunities fur plagiarism by. rethinking
limited models of writing and engaging students
more fully andauthen~cally in.theassignments they .
present.
·
.

. ; This essay explores the ·importance of th.e motivational state of the faculty member. In the success or
failure of ·systematic efforts to transform teaching
and learning.
·

.

Virginia S. Lee, North Carolina State liniversity

Promoting feaming thr.ough Inquiry ·

·

lnqulry.-guideq learning promotes ~arning through
students' active, 'and increasingly independent,
complex questions, problems, and.
investigation
issues. This· essay. explores its ttleoretical rationale

of .

Paul R. Hagner,. u'niyersity ofHartford

Engagif)g Faculty In New Formt~ of Teaching and
Learhing
· ·
·
·

. . . Mary Deane Sor'cinellij University of Massachusetts"
. .
, , Amherst

. Promoting Civility and Responding When It Fails
in Large .Classes
This essay offers practical advice for promoting a
positive classroom community in large classes and

specific ways to deal with behaviors that affect negatively the teaching and learning process.
Anita Woolfolk-Hoy, The Ohio'State University
Self-Efficacy in College Teaching .·
. The essay describes self~efficacy (i.e., an instructor's judgment about his or her capability to promote
student(earning and motivation) and its application
to college teaching.

Additional vOiume.s Available
For additional information on past volumes of this
series, please visit the POD website adnttp://podnetwork.org/publications&resources/teachi ngexcellence.htm).
There you·wiH find the complete 'Ji~ting of authors
and titles in each volumefrom 1989-2002. Ordering
·
information is also available.

Sample titles of past essays Include the
following.
·
·
Milton- Cox, Achieving TeacJ?ing and ~earning
·Excellenpe through· Faculty ,Learning Communities,
Virginia Lee, Uni(!Jarning: A Critical Element in the
Learning Process,
·
Mary Jane Eisen .and Elizabeth Tisdell, .Team
Teaching: The Learning Side of the ·TeachingLearning Equation;
·
Pat .Hutchings, Reflections.· on the Scholarship of·
Teaching and Learning,
· Barbara Lounsberry, Diversity Begins at Home: One
Gateway to Multiculturalism
·
.
Douglas Raimondo Robertson, · Teaching as an
Educational Helping Relationship, ·
John R Bennett, Teaching with Hospitality
Christine Stanley, Teaching in Action: Multicultural
Education as the Highest Form of Understanding
Tom Angelo, Classroom. Assessment and
Classroom Research: Guidelines for Success
Lion Gardiner,· Fostering Students'· Moral
Developinen
Lee Warren, Class in the Classroom

Nancy VaQ Note Chism, Developing a Philosophyof
Teaching Statement
Roger G. Baldwin, Academic Civility Begins in the
Classroom·
·
Frank Gillespie, The Phenomenon-of Large Classes
and Practical Suggestions for Teaching Them
Anthony Grasha, Teaching. with Style: The
Integration of Teaching and, Learning Styles in the
·
·
·
Classroom
Bette LeSere Erickson, Helping First- Year Students
Study
Marilla Svinicki, What They Don't Know Can't Hurt
Them: The Role of Prior Knowledge in Learning .
Bill Bergquist, The Fow Cultures of the Academy
Karron G. Lewis, Making $ense (and Use) of Written /
Student Comments '
Russell Edgerton, Forward to Aristotle: Teaching as ·
the HighestForm of Understanding
Delivee Wright, The Challengt;J · of Teaching the
.
Introductory-Level Coutse
James Eison, The Meaning of College Grades
K. Patricia Cross, Reforming Undergraduate
Educ;;ation One Class at Time
..
Lore.n Eckroth, Why Professors Don'tChahge

a

This series is edited by ·.Virginia S. Lee,. North
Carolina State University, [virgioia_lee @ncsu.edu].
For more information about the POD Network in
general, contact us at:
POD Network
P.O. Box 9696
Fort Collins, CO 80525 U.S.A.
.Phone: (970) _377-9269
Fax:-(970) 377-9282
E~mail: podnetwork@podweb.org
URL: www.podnetwork.org

In accordance with POD policy this document Is printed.
on recycled paper with soybean-ba$ed ink.

